™

the power of good food shared.

®

Manifesto individually
wrapped cookies and Bars

Our Manifesto

®

Every batch of our freshly baked Manifesto® individually wrapped products is made from simple ingredients befitting of your pantry and
we go to great lengths ensuring these ingredients are free of additives and GMO’s. We mix in only pure cane sugar, cage free eggs and
sustainably grown chocolates—ensuring that farmers and their families are taught better farming practices, helping them protect their
land for future generations. Imagine…an indulgence to feel good about. Each bite crafted to preserve and honor the rich culture of these
beloved classics the best way we know how…deliciously!

lemon blueberry Manifesto cookie (iw)
®

Buttery and lemony, melt in your mouth sugar cookie plump
with wild Maine blueberries. Now available on the go!

cgf Zoe’s Crush
Manifesto cookie (iw)
®

sandy’s amazing chocolate chunk
Manifesto cookie (iw)
®

Overflowing with intensely flavorful chunks and morsels of sustainable chocolates
grown in the Peruvian Andes—milk, semisweet and dark coins—and an added
crunch of savory pretzel bites. A brown butter, caramelized, chewy-crisped-edged
wonder to shower your tastebuds with amazement.

It’s Human Nature: you always crave what
you don’t have. Zoe’s Crush is that perfect
mix of sweet with a subtle hint of savory that
satisfies for a long time. The crush of toffee,
almonds, toasted sesame, candied ginger,
single origin Peruvian chocolate and delicate
hint of miso make it umami…aka delicious
and deeply satisfying.

salted caramel Crunch
Manifesto cookie (iw)
®

Imagine the buttery crunch of all natural toffee
and milky white chocolate chunks, alongside
crisp pretzels bites and sea salt, all playing
hopscotch a cross your taste buds. Topped
with pretzel salt and golden Demerara sugar,
each bite of this salty sweet mashup is dangerously
better than the last.

cgf chewy marshmallow
Manifesto bar (iw)

cgf honduran chocolate
Manifesto brownie (iw)

 arshmallow cream and mini
M
marshmallows—both homemade,
all natural and GMO free—get folded
with gluten-free crispy rice puffs 
and a touch of browned butter
for a subtle caramel note. A hint
of sea salt makes it all come alive.

Baked with only cage-free eggs,
our own blend of gluten-free flour,
sustainable chocolates and ingredients
free of gmo’s and artificial additives—
yet the star of these irresistible brownies
is the purely dark Honduran chocolate
mixed into every batch.

®

®

toffee crunch
Manifesto blondie (iw)
®

Caramelized, dense and chewy, browned
butter and whole sugar (containing
mostly molasses) meld into a rich
butterscotch flavor. Then stuffed with
milk and semisweet chocolate chunks
and scattered throughout with crunchy,
buttery toffee.

peruvian chocolate
Manifesto brownie (iw)
®

Dense and fudgy with a chewy crust.
Born from the prized Criolla bean, this
unique and sustainably sourced Peruvian
chocolate adds a delicate fruity edge
upfront and is deep and rich in its finish.
Sophisticated flavor up and down the
tongue…a brownie like no other.

now available in retail ready packs!
Self-Display • In-Store • Convenience

®

ask about our Manifesto displays!
Each comes assembled and ready to display your Sweet Street Manifesto® Individually Wrapped desserts.

available
for gluten
free products

®

Manifesto
Bars and
Cookies (IW)

®

Manifesto
retail ready
packs

CODE

PRODUCT

UNITS / CASE

PORTIONS / UNIT

UNIT WT

3039

Salted Caramel Manifesto® Cookie (IW)

48

1

2.8 oz

3040
		

Sandy’s Amazing Chocolate Chunk
Manifesto® Cookie (IW)

48

1

2.8 oz

3165

Lemon Blueberry Manifesto® Cookie (IW)

48

1

2.8 oz

3425

Zoe’s Crush Manifesto Cookie (CGF & IW)

48

1

1.9 oz

3041

Peruvian Chocolate Manifesto® Brownie (IW)

48

1

2.8 oz

3042

Toffee Crunch Manifesto Blondie (IW)

48

1

2.8 oz

3337

Honduran Chocolate Manifesto® Brownie (CGF & IW)

48

1

2.8 oz

4062

Chewy Marshmallow Manifesto Bar (CGF & IW)

40

1

2.1 oz

CODE

PRODUCT		

UNITS / CASE

PORTIONS / UNIT

3430

Salted Caramel Manifesto® Cookie Retail Ready Pack		

6

8

3431
		

Sandy’s Amazing Chocolate Chunk		
Manifesto® Cookie Retail Ready Pack

6

8

3432

Lemon Blueberry Manifesto® Cookie Retail Ready Pack		

6

8

3433

Zoe’s Crush Manifesto Cookie Retail Ready Pack		

6

10

3427

Peruvian Chocolate Manifesto® Brownie Retail Ready Pack		

6

10

3428

Toffee Crunch Manifesto Blondie Retail Ready Pack		

6

10

3429

Honduran Chocolate Manifesto® Brownie Retail Ready Pack		

6

10

3426

Chewy Marshmallow Manifesto Bar Retail Ready Pack		

6

9

To order, contact your broker or call 1-800-793-3897.
For more information, visit sweetstreet.com.
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